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While President Vladimir Putin's short-term goals in Ukraine are discernible, his strategic
objectives in going rogue remain largely a mystery.

In Ukraine, the Kremlin aims for the "Bosnification" of Ukraine  — a loose confederation,
with the eastern and southern regions forming a Russia-dominated statelet like Respublica
Srpska, which one of two political entities in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This would in theory
give Russia veto power over Ukraine's membership in NATO or the European Union, while still
preserving the option of one day reincorporating "historic Russian lands" into Russia.
Whether this includes what Putin calls "New Russia" or even more territory is debatable.

"Bosnification" would logically need a "new Dayton," a negotiated solution in which great
powers dictate to Ukraine its new constitutional setup — one that matches Moscow's vision.
Whether a new Dayton would emerge from "pre-emptive Western diplomacy" or a civil war
will break out in Ukraine with Russia leading a "peace-enforcement operation" depends
on the intensity of Ukraine's pushback.
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Strategically, though, it is unclear where Putin is heading. The Kremlin talks vaguely about
revising the post-Cold War order to recognize Russia's "geopolitical interests" in the post-
Soviet space. According to the Kremlin's vision, the West should not encroach on Russia's
sphere of interests in its backyard. It also should retrench in some places where it had
advanced when Russia was too weak to block it. Russia should have veto power on European
security and trade issues.

Russia seeks formal recognition of its status as a global power on par with the U.S., including
de facto veto power on U.S. and NATO military action. Moscow assumes the world is tired
of Western global dominance and would readily welcome Russia's lead to challenge it across
the board.

Although ambitious, this does not add up to a viable strategy. Blackmail and a refusal to play
by the rules are inadequate tools to secure your interests. There has to be a positive platform
other nations could support.

Here Putin comes short, offering no specifics on what new world order he wants to usher in.
Few have signed on to vacuous initiatives like the pan-European security treaty or the -
Lisbon-Vladivostok free trade zone.

The president seems more interested in disrupting the existing international arrangements
than in promoting new ones. Unpredictability has become his principal foreign policy asset.
He has discovered the lure of power that comes with going rogue with nukes.
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